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PRIVATE LTE
CBRS Private LTE provides the ultimate in
voice and data connectivity and security

EVER HAD ISSUES WITH YOUR WI�FI NETWORK PERFORMANCE?

You’re not alone. Wi-Fi operates as a shared, unlicensed spectrum. Many organizations have no good way of
controlling how many networks or users in an area consume the same limited bandwidth, making it much more
susceptible to hackers and can make voice and data transmissions somewhat unreliable.
But overlaying a Private LTE network for your critical communications can dramatically improve your internal
communication speed, reliabiliy and security; while improving your guests wi-fi experience. Private LTE
(CBRS) is a private network, built for enterprises with security and scalablity at it’s core.

THE ADVANTAGE OF PRIVATE LTE FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION

PERFORMANCE

SECURITY

BUILT IN QoS

SEAMLESS NETWORK

CAPACITY

ECONOMICAL

Wi-Fi has no mechanism to handle a device switching
between access points and experience poor performance
or disconnection. Cellular technology has handoffs that
allow users to move about with maximum network performance. Private LTE eliminates dropped calls, disconnections, and slow data.
CBRS has built-in Quality of Service (QoS), which
enables prioritization based on the application. CBRS
can prioritize traffic in business-critical situations,
whereas Wi-Fi is unable to make this type of distinction.
Private LTE CBRS came from the ground up for
large-scale commercial use. Private LTE CBRS can
support up to twice the capacity of Wi-Fi, distributing
more data.

Visit:

www.idea-ma.com

for more details

Wi-Fi is a wireless open spectrum compared to Private
LTE networks where data runs separately from the
public. CBRS is a private network and requires a SIM
card to gain access to the network. SIM cards need
activation on the network through a secure PC login.

CBRS can support four times the range of Wi-Fi.
Private LTE CBRS design is for coverage in large enterprises, with higher power specifications and handoff
capabilities that enable access points to deliver a
higher range than Wi-Fi.
Private LTE dramatically reduces the infrastructure
and support costs- including power, backhaul fiber
and security compared to Wi-Fi.
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